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In cartridges has become the choice of several people. Itâ€™s happening only because of the
popularity. All the people go for the name they usually heard from others and they make predictions
that these brand will be trustworthy as compare to others. There are many ink cartridges that has
excellently earned the market reputation and also win the hearts of thousands of customers. Here
we will discuss about some of them.

Canon CLI- 8 Ink Cartridges

The Canon CLI- 8 Ink tank is available in market in many colors namely, magenta, cyan, black,
yellow. It is only compatible with following printers: MP960 PIXMA, MP510 and MP530.  This ink
provide a high quality perfect image which get dry in few seconds and give a excellent print. With
this ink tank you will get the professional look printing.

Canon PG40 Ink Cartridges

The ink tank is available in only one color i.e. in black color. This has a new ChromaLife System
which has introduced in the market recently. It has been concluded by the professionals that the
print out from this ink can be preserved for around 100 years if kept safely and carefully. With one
Ink cartridge tank you can take around 195 pages of printouts. This ink is used in PIXMA printers. It
provides clear graphics of black and white color and also provides laser quality text.

Canon 3E Ink Cartridges

This is multi pack cartridges that can produces 340 pages at a time with 5% coverage area. These
ink tanks are also available in multiple colors like â€“ yellow, magenta, and cyan. These inks are
provided by the same companies of printers with which these colors are compatible. The popular
Canon BCI is an excellent ink that provides high quality images. These inks are compatible with LR-
1 print station, the PIXMA, the BJC printer and the Multipass printer. Not only this, there are also
many model numbers available of these printers which are compatible with 3E ink cartridges.

Canon CL41 Ink Cartridge

This is most popular ink cartridge among the consumer market. This provides the quality which
mostly matches the customer requirement and is available in good value as it can print 195 pages at
a time. These are the factors which has made this ink a quality model. This also is compatible with
PIXMA printers. The factor of number of pages an ink can give clearly describes its Excellency.
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So, a Canon CLI- 8 Ink cartridges is considered as the best as compare to other like a HP 940XL
and HP 02.
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